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Differentiated polymers through the use of activated carbonates 

A wide variety of synthetic polymers is available today. Over a century of research and innovation has resulted 
in numerous man-made materials for an unimaginable number of applications. Expectation and purpose of 
these materials, and their unique benefits (and challenges), are as diverse as the markets that they serve. 
Research, and especially industrial research, on polymer chemistry and/or properties focusses on improving 
these profiles, enabling new and/or improved utilization of specific materials, justifying exploration into 
improved polymerization techniques enabling differentiated polymers. The PhD-research of Jan Henk Kamps 
focuses on the use of bis(methyl salicyl) carbonate for the production of differentiated polycarbonates, 
resulting in unique materials. 

Produced as commercial product since 1958, polycarbonate became known for its unique property profile, 
including exceptionally good dimensional stability, property retention over a broad temperature range, 
excellent creep resistance, ductility under high impact, good electrical resistance, and high strength and 
modulus characteristics, self-extinguishment combined with transparency. Polycarbonates find application 
based on these characteristics, accounting for 1.44% of all synthetic polymers made annually. Sensitivity to 
moisture (being susceptible to hydrolysis), requiring high processing temperatures to enable flow and limited 
resistance to specific classes of chemicals (for example petrol, bases and solvents) are considered limitations of 
aromatic polycarbonates. 

Commercial production methods for aromatic polycarbonates include interfacial phosgenation and melt 
transesterification using diphenyl carbonate. The first uses phosgene, and requires solubility of the monomers 
and polymer, next to stringent process control and safety considerations. The second uses high temperatures 
to promote the condensation of by-product, which limits the spectrum of suitable monomers to those who 
resist temperatures approaching 300 °C. 

The research on the use of activated carbonates demonstrated a much higher reactivity of bis(methyl salicyl) 
carbonate (BMSC) when compared to diphenyl carbonate in melt transesterification conditions, allowing lower 
processing temperatures and the use of less stable monomers. Practicing this advantage using sugar derived 
isosorbide resulted in a bio-based polymer with engineering plastic property profile and a filled polymer system 
with highly improved fiber-matrix adhesion properties. 

Furthermore, the improved reactivity was evaluated for solution polymerization at relative low temperatures. 
After demonstrating its clear advantage when compared to other carbonate donors in solution, BMSC was used 
for the production of block copolycarbonates, an architecture that would undergo scrambling / randomization 
during melt conditions. Additional examples include the synthesis of unique polycarbonate ionomer and an 
example of a mechanochromic polycarbonate. 

The research of Kamps showed that differentiated polymers are achievable by improving the process for 
production of polycarbonates. Changing process conditions by introducing activated carbonates resulted in a 
range of materials based on monomers with no (or limited) suitability in the traditional commercial production 
methods. 
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